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Solar Energy: Systems, Challenges, and Opportunities (Energy, Environment, and Sustainability)Springer, 2019

	This book covers challenges and opportunities related to solar-energy based systems. It covers a wide variety of topics related to solar energy, including  applications-based systems such as solar thermal systems that are focused on drying, desalination, space cooling, refrigeration, and processing; recent advances in solar cells (DSSC) and...
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Splunk Certified Study Guide: Prepare for the User, Power User, and Enterprise Admin CertificationsApress, 2021

	
		
			Make your Splunk certification easier with this exam study guide that covers the User, Power User, and Enterprise Admin certifications. This book is divided into three parts. The first part focuses on the Splunk User and Power User certifications starting with how to install Splunk, Splunk Processing Language (SPL), field...
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Cisco® LAN Switching (CCIE Professional Development)Cisco Press, 1999
CCIE Professional Development: Cisco LAN  Switching is essential for preparation for the CCIE Routing and Switching  exam track. As well as CCIE preparation, this comprehensive volume provides  readers with an in-depth analysis of Cisco LAN Switching technologies,  architectures and deployments. ...
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BusinessObjects: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Improve profitability and operations in your company by leveraging  BusinessObjects with help from this comprehensive guidebook. Divided into three  digestible sections, Business Objects: The Complete Reference will help  you get fully acquainted with this sophisticated tool set, design and build a  user-friendly interface, then reap...
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A UML Pattern Language (Macmillan Technology Series)Sams Publishing, 2000
This book is about how to model software systems and how to use those models.  It is rooted in that emerging intellectual "ecosystem" comprising the various  networks (the Internet, intranets, extranets, and so on), distributed objects,  piecemeal development based on short development cycles, and something called...
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Macromedia Flash MX 2004 Killer TipsNew Riders Publishing, 2003
The hottest collection of cool tips and hidden secrets for the  Flash MX 2004 user who needs results fast! In today's economy, time is money.  Flash MX 2004 Killer Tips is all about speed,  showing users how to get more work done in less time. This book is designed to  increase productivity (and...
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Practical C++ Programming, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2003
This book is devoted to practical C++ programming. It teaches you not only the mechanics of the language, but also style and debugging. The entire life cycle of a program is discussed, including conception, design, writing, debugging, release, documentation, maintenance, and revision. 

Style is emphasized....
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Black Art of Java Game ProgrammingWaite Group Press, 1996
Gaming on the Web is the next blockbuster business. Have any doubts? The video game industry,
which already eclipses Hollywood in terms of revenue, targets the Web as the next huge growth area.
Software developers are busily porting games to the online environment, or developing entirely new
ones. And numerous popular Web sites, many...
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Buffer Overflow AttacksSyngress Publishing, 2005
Buffer overflows. In most information technology circles these days, the term buffer overflows has become synonymous with vulnerabilities or in some cases, exploits. It is not only a scary word that can keep you up at night wondering if you purchased the best firewalls, configured your new host-based intrusion prevention system correctly, and have...
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HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide (6th Edition)O'Reilly, 2006
Put everthing you need to know about HTML & XHTML at your fingertips.  For nearly a decade, hundreds of thousands of web developers have turned to HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide to master standards-based web development.  Truly a definitive guide, the book combines a unique balance of...
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JSP Examples and Best PracticesApress, 2002

	While most other books merely instruct on basic JSP and servlet development,  JSP Examples and Best Practices  gives you some of the best practices and design principles, enabling you to build scalable and extensible enterprise Java applications. And JavaServer Pages technology can be used to build complex enterprise applications in...
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Advances in Evolutionary Algorithms: Theory, Design and PracticeSpringer, 2006
The goal of this book is to develop efficient optimization algorithms to solve diverse real-world problems of graded difficulty. Genetic and evolutionary mechanisms have been deployed for reaching the goal.

This book has made five significant contributions in the realm of genetic and evolutionary computation (GEC).

Practical...
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